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SUPER SHOT series
 Big power on a budget! Nitrous Supply has 
developed an adjustable plate-style kit that can generate 
from 125 to 175 extra horsepower, yet is easy on your 
wallet. Everything you need to install a nitrous system 
—activate it and hang on! Super Shot kits include a 
10 lb. aluminum bottle in your choice of candy blue or 
gloss black, bottle valve, carb plate, gasket, solenoids, 
14’ length of braided steel hose, lines, filter, jets for three 
power levels, nylon bottle brackets, switches and all 
required hardware.

 #6101 - Super Shot kit for 4150 series (std. Holley) 
carburetor $399.00

#6103 - Super Shot kit for EFI system (150 HP maximum) 
$379.00 

 Easy-to-install “wet” system introduces nitrous oxide 
and fuel into the plenum, near the throttle body, at wide 
open throttle. Includes 10 lb. aluminum bottle in your 
choice of Candy Blue or gloss black, nozzle mount, valve, 
nozzle, solenoids, 14’ length of braided steel hose, lines, 
filter, jets, brackets, switches and all required hardware. 
Note: Due to differences in OEM fuel delivery systems it may be necessary to purchase 
additional components. Kit includes a length of AN-4 hose that will work on most 
OEM test ports (Schrader valve) for the fuel source

#6101

SUPER SHOT II series
 Engineered to provide more power than the Super 
Shot, (up to 275 HP in most V8 engines) the Super Shot 
II from Nitrous Supply introduces more nitrous oxide 
and fuel into the engine at full throttle. It has larger 
solenoids, a higher flow bottle valve, an enhanced 
distribution plate and requires that a high performance 
fuel pump and fuel pressure regulator are employed (if 
over 150 HP jetting used). 
 Kits also include a 10 lb. capacity aluminum 
bottle (choice of candy blue or gloss black) 14’ length 
of braided steel hose, lines, filter, jets (four power 
settings), steel bottle brackets, switches and all required 
hardware.

 #3001 - Super Shot II kit for 4150series (std. Holley) 
carburetor (photo) $649.00

#3002 - Super Shot II kit for 4500 series (Dominator) 
carburetor $649.00

#3010 - Super Shot II kit for dual 4150 series carburetors 
$785.00

#3011 - Super Shot II kit for dual 4500 Dominator 
carburetors $785.00

#3001

#3102

#6103
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CRISS-CROSS OUTLAW SERIES
 The ultimate plate-style system, the awesome NS 
Criss Cross   Outlaw features a special plate with dual 
spray bars that intersect at 90° to deliver a massive, 
atomized nitrous/fuel mixture. This has proven 
to be ideal for use with complex intake manifold 
configurations. Due to the extra nitrous/fuel lines it 
can only fit single 4-barrel applications.  Naturally, a 
competition caliber engine assembly, ignition and 
fuel system are required. It is available for both single 
and dual stage applications. The dual-stage system, 
allows the car to launch at one power set-ting and have 
the second stage come on soon afterwards —great 
for coping with less-than-ideal traction. The upgrade 
includes two more solenoids, plus hoses and fittings. 
These “firewall forward” kits feature NS “Killer” solenoids 
(.125” orifice), as well as 14’ length of braided steel 
hose, lines, filter, jets (four power settings), steel bottle 
brackets, switches and all required hardware. Not shown 
is a flat carb plate on which you can mount the solenoids. 
 Also available are complete packages that include 
a big 15 lb. bottle, NS Super Hi-Flow valve (with 
safety) steel bottle brackets, switches and all required 
hardware.

#3251 - Single stage firewall-forward Criss-Cross kit for 
4150 series (std. Holley) carburetor.  $995.00

#3151B - Single stage Criss-Cross kit for 4150 series carb 
with 15# bottle, steel brackets and 14’ of braided line.  
$1395.00

#3251BD - Dual stage firewall-forward Criss-Cross kit for 
4150 series (std. Holley) carburetor $1295.00

#3251BD - Dual stage Criss-Cross kit for 4150 series 
(standard) with 15# bottle, steel brackets and 14’ of 
braided line. $1695.00

#3252 - Single stage firewall-forward Criss-Cross kit for 
4500 Holley Dominator carburetor. $995.00

#3152B - Single stage Criss-Cross kit for 4500 series carb 
with 15# bottle, steel brackets and 14’ of braided line. 
$1395.00

#3252D - Dual stage firewall-forward Criss-Cross kit for 
4500 series (Dominator) carburetor $1295.00

#3252BD - Dual stage Criss-Cross kit for 4500 Holley 
Dominator with 15# bottle, steel brackets and 14’ of 
braided line. $1695.00

#3252B

#3251BD
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STANDARD FOGGER SYSTEM
 Designed to infuse serious power into an engine 
and give you the ability to tune each individual cylinder 
to maximize performance. The standard NS Fogger 
system plumbs into your manifold and uses hard lines 
and special “slide” fittings that enable do-it-yourselfers 
to get professional results. Up to 500+ extra horses 
are available through this system, so the engine needs 
to have forged pistons, a competition caliber bottom 
end, upgraded head/main studs and racing ignition 
and fuel system. The NS “firewall forward” kit includes 
eight brass 90-degree “soft plume” fogger nozzles, four 
solenoids, distribution blocks, fittings, three sets of jets 
(for three HP levels) plus stainless steel hard lines with 
one end flared and special fittings to make plumbing 
easy. Installation requires drilling and tapping the intake 
manifold with 1/16 NPT ports. Special bung kits are 
available. 
 Additionally, complete packages are available that 
includes a 10 lb. nitrous bottle (choice of candy blue 
or gloss black), Super Flow valve with gauge port, 14’ 
length of braided line, steel bottle brackets.

#03462 - Standard firewall-forward 8-cylinder Fogger 
system (150-500+ horsepower) $995.00

#03462B - Complete 8-cylinder Fogger system (150-
500+ horsepower) with bottle, valve and 14’ braided 
line. $1295.00

#05433 - Standard firewall-forward 4-cylinder Fogger 
system (50-225+ horsepower) $695.00

#05434 - Complete 4-cylinder Fogger system (50-225+ 
horsepower) with bottle, valve and 14’ braided line. 
$995.00

Options
• System activation (switch, controller, etc.)
• Substitute 15 lb. bottle
• Flared tubing with B-nuts installed
• Show chrome, polished tubes, chrome solenoid covers
• All black fittings
• Nitrous purge kit 

Note: Nitrous Supply can plumb your intake manifold. 
Call for details.

#3462B
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“MUTHA FOGGER” SYSTEM
 The ultimate in the Outlaw Series, this exceptionally 
high-flowing system from Nitrous Supply can provide 
an extra 800 horsepower. Important attributes include 
a 15 lb. bottle (choice of candy blue or gloss black), 
Super Hi-Flow valve, humongous .125” orifice solenoids, 
superior atomization straight hi-flow stainless steel 
nozzles, flared stainless steel tubing, black AN fittings, 
stainless steel jets, and special equal-flow distribution 
blocks. Lines are AN-6 throughout. 
 Also available as a “firewall forward” kit that does not 
include the bottle, brackets and 14’ feed line.
 Because there are many different types of system 
activation, NS technicians will configure the balance of the 
kit to your requirements. This includes the type of nozzle 
(“straight shooter” or 90-degree). No electrical switches 
are included. System activation needs to be added.

#6452 - Firewall-forward “Mutha Fogger” system. 
$1295.00

#6452B - Complete “Mutha Fogger” system with 15# 
bottle, steel brackets and 14’ braided feed line. $1795.00

Options:
• System activation (switch, controller, etc.)
• Substitute Show chrome, polished tubes, 
   solenoid covers
• Fang II or “straight shooter” nozzles
• Purge kit 
Dual Stage setup available. Please call for details.

#6452B
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MANIFOLD PLUMBING SERVICES
 Nitrous Supply can expertly plumb your intake 
manifold to accommodate any system This includes 
fabricated, cast and OEM manifolds. Call for details.
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TURBO & CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER SYSTEMS
 The fast-spinning impellers in turbochargers and 
centrifugal superchargers (i.e. Pro Charger, Vortec, 
Paxton, etc.) also heat the air as it compresses, which 
reduces the power potential. Nitrous oxide can decrease 
the charge temperature and increase horsepower and 
torque by up to 40%. Another benefit of employing 
N2O with a turbocharger is that it mitigates “lag.” You’ll 
enjoy a steady stream of power right from the hit. A 
pressure switch can be employed to limit the nitrous at 
a predetermined boost level. Please call for details.

COMPONENTS
 In addition to selling complete kits, Nitrous Supply 
offers a wide range of individual components. A 
number of other manufacturers who market complete 
systems get key components from Nitrous Supply. In 
reciprocation, NS is a distributor for components from 
NOS, Nitrous Express (NX), ZEX, Nitrous Outlet and 
others. Call the NS tech team at 714-373-1986 with any 
questions. 

G1 Blower System

SUPERCHARGER SYSTEMS
 Nitrous Supply has developed highly effective 
plate systems for use with 6-71, 8-71, 10-71 and 14-
71 Roots type superchargers. One of the key benefits 
of augmenting a supercharger with nitrous is that 
it   significantly cools the air/fuel mixture and delivers 
bonus horsepower. The nitrous is introduced into the 
engine at -127° (F) and can reduce the overall mixture 
by as much as 60° (F). No need for an intercooler when 
N2O is cooling the charge! Available as fully plumbed 
plate, or bare plate. 

#23350 - Supercharger plate kit with nozzles, one set of 
jets, lines and distribution block. Completely plumbed. 
$995.00

#23350B - Add a 10# bottle with valve, steel bottle 
brackets, 14’ braided line and solenoids. $500.00
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SOLENOIDS
 One of the most important components in a nitrous 
system, solenoids are the “gatekeeper” for nitrous oxide 
and fuel supplies. Not only is the size of the aperture im-
portant, but the speed at which it activates a key factor 
in efficiency. 

NITROUS SOLENOIDS
#26020 - Standard nitrous solenoid (.078” orifice) with 
1/8” NPT in-let/outlet. Can support to 175 horsepower. 
$124.95

#26000 - Large nitrous solenoid (.093” orifice) with 
1/4” NPT inlet/ 1/8” NPT outlet. Can support to 250 
horsepower $149.95

#26048 - Extra large bottom dump nitrous solenoid 
(.116” orifice) with 1/4” NPT inlet/ 1/8” outlet. Can 
support to 400 horsepower $149.95

#26070 - XXL bottom dup “Killer” nitrous solenoid (.125” 
orifice) with 1/4” NPT inlet/ 1/8” outlet. 15 amp draw. 
Can support to 500+ horse-power $149.95

#26010 - XXXL bottom dump “Trash Can” nitrous 
solenoid (.175” orifice) with 1/4” NPT inlet/ 1/8” outlet. 15 
amp draw. Can support to 600 horsepower. $169.95

#26005 - “Dragon” nitrous solenoid (.250” orifice) with 
1⁄4” NPT inlet, 1/4” outlet, bottom dump. Low amp draw. 
Can support 1,000 horsepower. Does NOT work with a 
controller. $335.95
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FUEL SOLENOIDS
#26080 - Standard fuel solenoid (.125” orifice) 
with 1/8” NPT in-let/outlet. Can support to 200 
horsepower. $81.95

#26050 - Extra large fuel solenoid (.156” orifice) 
with 1/8” NPT inlet/ outlet. Can support to 500 
horsepower. $89.95

#26060 - XXXL alcohol/nitromethane solenoid with 
Teflon seals throughout (.215” orifice). $179.95

SOLENOID MOUNTING PLATES
Simply install the mounting plate below the carb plate 
and you can install nitrous and fuel solenoids where 
needed. All plates are CNC machined aluminum and 
available for single fuel/nitrous solenoids or dual fuel/
nitrous solenoid installations. Available for 4150 and 
4500 series carburetors.

#34150 - Solenoid mounting plate (single) for 
4150-series carburetor $79.95

#34500 - Solenoid mounting plate (single) for 
4500-series carburetor $79.95

#341500D - Solenoid mounting plate (dual) for 
4150-series carburetor $89.95

#345000D - Solenoid mounting plate (dual) for 
4500-series carburetor $89.95

26080

26050 26060

#134500D - Solenoid 
Mounting Plate

 #134500 - Solenoid 
Mounting Plate
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BOTTLE VALVES
 There’s more to a bottle valve than simply opening 
and closing the flow of nitrous oxide. Nitrous Supply 
offers no less than four bottle valves for automotive use 
that have a standard 660 connection and will work with 
most any 5, 10, 12, 15 and 20 lb. bottles, plus two for 
motorcycles.

#26139 - Outlaw Power Valve developed by Nitrous 
Supply. It has a large .500” orifice for improved flow, with 
an AN-8 flare fitting, plus a big 5/8” siphon tube. It has 
a 1⁄4-turn activating handle that can easily be attached 
to a pull cable that can be operated from outside the 
vehicle to shut off the supply of nitrous in case of a fire. 
Another safety feature is a pressure relief with an AN-8 
flare fitting that lets you run a line outside the driver’s 
compartment. Also comes with two gauge ports. 
Indicate bottle size when ordering so siphon tube can 
be made to correct length. $269.95

#26140 - Super Hi-Flow valve with improved flow 
path, 1/8 NPT gauge port, plus AN-8 “racer safety” port 
to facilitate routing pressure dis-charge outside the 
vehicle, as well as a1/4” NPT side port for use with a 
NANO-type system. $99.95

#26145 - Mini-valve with 3⁄4” thread for use on 
motorcycle nitrous system or CO2/compressed air 
bottles. Has AN-4 fittings and 1/8 NPT gauge port. $94.95

#26146 - Mini-valve with 5/8” thread for use on 
motorcycle nitrous system or CO2/compressed air 
bottles. Has AN-4 fittings and 1/8 NPT gauge port. $94.95

# 26143 - Chrome-plated Hi-Flow valve with gauge 
port. Supports up to 650 horsepower. Also has 1/8 NPT 
port. $89.95

#26145 - Standard brass Hi-Flow valve. $79.95

#26090 - Dump tube with 90° bend. Fits 26143 & 26145. 
$22.95

#26180 - Dump tube with 180° bend. Fits 26140 & 
26151. $24.95

26145 26143 26090 26180

#26146 and #26145

26139 

26140
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INLINE VALVES
 The flow of nitrous oxide from the bottle can also 
be done remotely through employing inline valves and 
bottle adapters. Nitrous Supply offers both a standard 
brass power valve and the highly sophisticated Outlaw 
power valve with a 1/4-turn activating handle that 
an be attached to a pull-cable for outside-the-car 
activation. The Outlaw power valve has a large .500” 
orifice to improve flow, plus an AN-8 flare fitting.

#26134-4 - Billet aluminum Outlaw inline valve with 
AN-4 fittings. $222.95

#26134-6 - Billet aluminum Outlaw inline valve with 
AN-6 fittings.  $222.95

#26134-8 - Billet aluminum Outlaw inline valve with 
AN-8 fittings.  $222.95

#26148-4 - Standard brass inline valve with AN-4 
fittings. $132.95

#26148-6 - Standard brass inline valve with AN-6 
fittings. $132.95Inline Valves

Outlaw Power Valve

Bottle Array

BOTTLES
 Nitrous Supply has a huge inventory of aluminum 
bottles in a variety of popular sizes and colors. 
Available sizes range from tiny 10-ounce capacity 
bottles to models with big 20-lb. loads. All come with a 
competition-quality valves (flow rates vary). See chart 
for availabilities. Stocked colors are Electric Blue and 
gloss black. Other custom colors available upon request. 

Part # Quantity Color Dimensions         Price    

24710-BK 2 lb. gloss black 10-1/4” x 4-3/8” dia. $175.00

24720-BL 2.5 lbs. candy blue 11-1/2” x 4-3/4” dia. $194.95

24720-BK 2.5 lbs. gloss black 11-1/2” x 4-3/4” dia. $194.95

24730-BL 5 lb. candy blue 16-3/4” x 5-1/4” dia. $185.00

24730-BK 5 lb. gloss black 16-3/4” x 5-1/4” dia. $185.00

24745-BL 10 lb. candy blue 21” x 7” dia. $250.00

24745-BK 10 lb. gloss black 21” x 7” dia. $250.00

24750-BL 15 lb. candy blue 27” x 7” dia. $277.95  

24750-BK 15 lb. gloss black 27” x 7” dia. $277.95
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Bottle Adapters

BOTTLE ADAPTERS
 Available for AN-4, AN-6 and AN-8 applications. 
Fits standard “660” threaded nitrous bottle. Available in 
aluminum or steel. Includes a Teflon washer to assure a 
tight seal.

#26220 - Aluminum bottle adapter for AN-4 $15.95

#26225 - Aluminum bottle adapter for AN-6 $17.95

#26230 - Aluminum bottle adapter for AN-8 $19.95

Bottle Warmers

BOTTLE WARMERS
For optimum performance it’s recommended to keep 
bottles warm. Nitrous Supply offers dual voltage 
“blankets” that operate with either 110v or 12v (not 
recommended for prolonged use as it will drain 
batteries). The warmers can be controlled by a pressure 
sensor that turns the heater on if pressure  drops below 
a certain level, and shuts off when the pres-sure is 
achieved.

#24163 - Bottle warmer for 5-lb. bottle $179.95

#24164 - Bottle warmer for 10-lb. & 15-lb. bottles 
$179.95

#AN-15524-A - Bottle warmer for 56, 64, and 75-lb. 
“Mother bottles” $185.00

IMPORTANT TECH NOTE
Never use any open-flame device (torch, etc.) to warm the bottle. Always us a 
device that has been designed to distribute the heat evenly. There are documented 
incidents of torch-heated bottle exploding!

CARBON FIBER BOTTLES
For serious racing applications Nitrous Supply offers 
special lightweight carbon fiber bottles. They have a 
12-pound capacity and come equipped with our most 
efficient, highest flowing bottle valve —the Outlaw 
Power Valve. It features a lever release (instead of a 
screw-out knob) to facilitate quick operation and use of 
an externally mounted shut-off cable. Call for pricing on 
carbon fiber bottles with lesser valve options.

#24712-CF - 12# carbon fiber bottle with                         
Outlaw power valve $749.00

#24811-CF0 - 12# carbon fiber bottle with                     
Super Hi-Flow bottle valve $549.00      

Carbon Fiber 
Bottles
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24130 Bracket 800

24132 Double Bottle 
Bracket 800

24125 - Black Vinyl-
Dipped Steel Brackets 

24126 - Nylon Brackets 
for 7” Diameter                      

(10 & 15 lb.) Bottles 

BOTTLE BRACKETS
 Nitrous Supply offers you three different 
methods of mounting bottles; aluminum, steel 
or Nylon brackets. The CNC-machined billet 
aluminum brackets come in single and double-
bottle designs and sold in pairs (bottles parallel to 
mounting surface), while the rubber-coated steel 
and ultra-durable Nylon brackets come in matched 
pairs that position the bottle at an angle.
#24130 - Single-bottle billet aluminum bracket       
for 7” diameter (10 & 15 lb.) bottles (pair). $249.95
#24132 - Double-bottle billet aluminum bottle 
bracket for 7” diameter (10 & 15 lb.) bottles (pair). 
$449.95
#24125 - Black vinyl-dipped steel brackets for              
7” diameter (10 & 15 lb.) bottles (pair). $59.95
#24126 - Nylon brackets for 7” diameter                     
(10 & 15 lb.) bottles (pair). $29.95
Note: Steel or aluminum brackets are required for 
some forms of competition.
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Plate 22600

Plate 22520

22620 Dominator Plate

Plate 22620

CARBURETOR PLATES
 With designs that have been 
refined over the years, Nitrous Supply 
has carb plates that are effective for 
various horsepower applications. 
The ultimate plate-style system, the 
awesome NS Criss Cross Outlaw features a special 
plate with dual spray bars that intersect at 90° to 
deliver a massive, atomized nitrous/fuel mixture. This 
has proven to be ideal for use with complex intake 
manifold configurations. Twin-bar plates are available 
with standard (Super Shot) and fine (Super Shot II) spray 
patterns that support increased power levels.

#22500 - 1/2” thick twin-bar extreme flow Super Shot II 
(fine spray) plate for 4150 series carb (upgrade for NOS 
250 HP Cheater system*)  $224.95

#22520 - 1/2” thick Super Shot (standard spray) twin-bar 
plate for 4150 series carb (fits NOS 175 HP Powershot 
system)*  $199.95

#22600 - 1/2” thick large twin-bar extreme flow Super 
Shot II (fine spray) plate for 4500 series carb (upgrade for 
NOS 250 HP Cheater system) $224.95

#22620 - 1/2” thick Super Shot (standard spray) twin-bar 
plate for 4500 series carb (fits NOS 175 HP Powershot 
system)  $199.95

#22565-S - 1” thick Criss-Cross plate (dual nitrous and 
fuel inlets with 2 nitrous and 2 fuel bars each) for 4150 
series carb  $349.95

#22665-S - 1” thick Criss-Cross plate (dual nitrous and 
fuel inlets  with 2 nitrous and 2 fuel bars each) for 4500 
series carb  $349.95

•  Also accommodates Edelbrock and Carter carburetors 

22665-S Criss Cross 
Plate

Plate 22565-S

Standard Spray

Fine Spray
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FAN & CONICAL SPRAY NOZZLES
 Nitrous Supply has developed a series of nozzles 
designed to individually deliver nitrous oxide or fuel 
(not combined, like “fogger” type). They are ideal for 
under-the-manifold and other “hidden” installations. 

#23500-BL - Blue anodized aluminum fan spray nozzle 
– 45° discharge (jet required) $18.95

#23500-RD - Red anodized aluminum fan spray nozzle 
– 45° discharge (jet required) $18.95

#23500-BK - Black anodized aluminum fan jet spray 
nozzle – 45° dis-charge (jet required) $18.95

#23501 - Brass fan jet spray nozzle - 45° discharge - 
$20.95

#23505 - Stainless steel fan jet spray nozzle - 45° 
discharge - $21.95

#23502 - Blue anodized aluminum fan spray nozzle - 
straight discharge  $21.95

#23525 - Conical discharge 1/16 NPT nozzle $21.95

#23525-RD - Red anodized aluminum conical discharge 
nozzle $21.95

#23525-BK - Black anodized aluminum conical 
discharge nozzle $21.95

#23525-BL - Blue anodized aluminum conical discharge 
nozzle $21.95

#23525-SS - Stainless steel conical discharge nozzle 
$24.95

#23725 – Nozzle mounting kit for single or Fogger 
nozzles (for rubber or thin-wall air inlets) 1/16” NPT. 
$16.95

Fan Nozzles

Conical Discharge 
Nozzles

NOZZLES

WELD BUNGS
 Designed to facilitate installing nozzles in 
manifolds, they are tapped 1/16 NPT, and can be 
welded into position. Available in packs of four or 
eight.
#23734 - Aluminum bungs (pack of 4) $27.80

#23738 - Aluminum bungs (pack of 8) $55.60

Weld bung
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Fogger Nozzles Tips

FOGGER TYPE NOZZLES
 With over 40 years experience with nitrous oxide, 
Mike Thermos and the crew at Nitrous Supply know 
what it takes to properly disperse a mixture of nitrous 
oxide and fuel for any given application. NS has many 
designs to choose from. 

#23716 - “Fine Plume” stainless steel nozzle with 
1-inch reach and 1/16 NPT fittings. Effective in many 
applications, it mixes the nitrous and fuel, then delivers 
it in a 90° fine plume.  $53.95

#23715 - Black oxide finished brass “Fine Plume” nozzle 
with 1/16 NPT fittings. $43.95

#23700 - “Straight Shooter” stainless steel nozzle with 
1/16 NPT fittings. Designed to inject high volumes of 
nitrous oxide and fuel in a straight pattern. $61.95

#23700SN - Short “Straight Shooter” nozzle. $61.95

#23712 - “Fang II” nozzle. Features two internal fuel 
channels and specially shaped apertures to surround 
the nitrous when dispersed. CNC machined from 
stainless steel billet with 1/16 NPT outlet fittings. Super 
high flow 90° design. $69.95

#23800 - “Straight Shooter” short stainless steel extreme 
high flow nozzle. With 1/8 NPT outlet fittings. Uses 
standard flare jets.  $69.95

23712
(Fang)

23716 
(Fine Plume) 

23700 
(Straight 
Shooter

23700    23700    23715

23712    23716    23800

NOZZLE BUNG
 Designed to facilitate the installation of a Fogger 
or Fan nozzle in plastic, composite, aluminum or rubber 
intake manifold or tract by drilling a 3/8” hole, inserting 
the threaded brass sleeve on the inside and tightening 
the bung over it using an O-ring or silicone for sealing.

#23725 - Threaded nozzle bung kit (one) $16.95

Nozzle bung Nozzle bung - In tube

Nozzle bung kit 
23725
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JETS
 Unlike other jets on the market, these are precision-
machined employing laser technology to assure 
accurate sizing. They are available in both brass and 
stainless steel for 3/16” applications. The brass jets come 
with a .014” pilot hole and are designed for DIY drilling. 
Stainless steel jets are available in .001” increments from 
.016” to .125”. When ordering, add three digits to the 
part numbers below to indicate size (i.e. a .032” jet will 
have a “032” suffix). 

#23750  - Stainless steel flare jet for 3/16” tubing $4.95 
each

Jet Box KO 800 (6-pack)

NS Jet Box 800 (8-pack)

Stainless Jets 

JET PACKS
 The most convenient and economical way to tune 
your Fogger-style nitrous system to perfection is by 
getting an assortment of jets that are tailored to your 
needs. Nitrous Supply has both “6-pack” and an “8-
pack” with eight groups of eight jet sizes to facilitate 
optimizing your nitrous and fuel mixtures. Comes with 
handy plastic carrying case. Available only through 
phone orders given all the possible combinations.

Jet 6-pack with 48 jets (specify six sizes wanted - unit 
price $4.25)  $204.00

Jet 8-pack with 64 jets (specify eight sizes wanted - unit 
price $3.50)  $224.00
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DISTRIBUTION BLOCKS
 Custom plumb your nitrous system with these 
precision machined billet aluminum blocks. Available 
in a variety of configurations. including a “showerhead” 
design and conventional blocks.

#283785 - Showerhead – 3/8 NPT in and three 1/4 NPT 
out (blue anodized). Uses your own fittings. $39.95

#283740 - Showerhead – AN-4 in and four AN-4 out 
(blue anodized) $69.95

#283764  - Showerhead – AN-6 in and four AN-4 out 
(blue anodized) $74.95

#283784 - Showerhead– AN-8 in and four AN-4 out 
(blue anodized) $79.95

#283760  - Showerhead – AN-6 in and four AN-6 out 
(blue anodized) $79.95

#283786 - Showerhead – AN-8 in and four AN-6 out 
(blue anodized) $84.95

#283780 - Showerhead – AN-8 in and four AN-8 out 
(blue anodized) $89.95

#26700 - Standard Fogger block – one 1/8 NPT in 
and four 1/8 NPT out (black anodized with 3/16” brass 
compression fittings) $28.95

#26710 - Mutha Fogger block - one 1/8 NPT in and 
four AN-4 out (black anodized with 3/16” stainless steel 
compression fittings) $44.95

#26725 - New style single block for 8-cylinder engines 
with fuel and nitrous inlets and 16 outlets. Includes 
fittings. $79.95

#26734 - Black anodized aluminum showerhead with 
1/8” NPT male in and three 1/8 NPT female out $39.95

#26735 - Black anodized aluminum showerhead with 
1/8” NPT male in and four 1/16 NPT female out $39.95

#26736 - Black anodized aluminum showerhead with 
1/8” NPT male in and eight 8-32 female out $45.95

#26800 - Stainless steel block with 1/8 NPT  female in 
and eight #8-32 female out. Fittings are extra. $54.95

26725 Distribution block

Showerhead

26800 Stainless 
Steel Block

 283735

Black Aluminum 
Anodized Showerhead

26710 
High Flow

26700 
Brass
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Purge Kit Big

PURGE KIT
 An important element of any competition system 
(and a crowd pleaser at the races) purging the line of 
any trapped air before a run assures getting a full charge 
of nitrous at the launch. Includes solenoid, tubing, 
activation switch and wire.

#06020 - Purge kit for AN-4 line $118.95
#06025 - Purge kit for AN-6 line $122.95
#06030 - Purge kit for AN-8 line $127.95
#06023 - Dual inlet/single solenoid outlet purge kit for 
typical Fogger setup with blue AN-4 fittings $157.95
#06023-BK - Dual inlet/single solenoid outlet purge kit 
for Mutha Fogger setup with black AN-6 fittings. $157.95

NS Replumb Kit

REPLUMB KITS
 Everything you need to re-do a Fogger-type system 
(except nozzles) is included in this handy package. The 
fittings are designed to accommodate slight variances 
in tubing length to provide totally professional results 
—requires trimming at distribution block.

#03462-RP - Replumb kit with straight tubing $145.95

SPORTSMAN REFILL PUMP
 Ideal for high volume nitrous users who wish to 
keep their bottles topped off for peak efficiency or 
small businesses that sell refills, Nitrous Supply has 
developed this “Sportsman” system. It’s designed 
to quickly transfer the N2O from 48-64 lb. capacity 
“mother bottles” to smaller vehicle-mounted bottles. 
Operates at 100 psi air pressure.  The station kit 
includes everything required to start refilling bottles, 
while the pump is also available separately.

#24256-S - Sportsman refill pump (only) $795.00

#24256 - Sportsman refill station $1095.00

PORTABLE SCALE
 Perfect for helping you get the correct amount of 
nitrous oxide in your bottle, this portable digital scale from 
Nitrous Supply is a worthwhile adjunct to any refill station. 
It can also be used to help calculate bottle flow rate.

#25250 - Portable scale $230.00
NS Scale

NS Refill Pump Kit
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FILTERS
 It is essential that the flow of nitrous oxide and fuel 
is free of impurities. Nitrous Supply has two styles of 
filters that can be employed to best suit your system 
and available for AN-4, AN-6 and AN-8 lines.

#25554 - Cleanable inline filter for AN-4 lines $49.95

#25556 - Cleanable inline filter for AN-6 lines $49.95

#25558 - Cleanable inline filter for AN-8 lines $49.95

#25564 - Short filter for AN-4 $18.95

#25566 - Short filter for AN-6 $19.95

#25568 - Short filter for AN-4 $19.95

Short filter

Nitrous Filter

RACE CAR PLUMBING
 With over 40 years experience in helping 
performance enthusiasts and racers safely install nitrous 
systems in their vehicle, Nitrous Supply has everything 
necessary for efficient fluid delivery. 

Plumbing

Y FittingsFittings

FITTINGS
 In addition to stocking a huge inventory of all popular anodized straight, angled 
and bulkhead aluminum fittings used to plumb nitrous systems (AN-4, AN-6 and AN-
8), Nitrous Supply also offers some brass fittings and exclusive specialty fittings. 
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#27960-BL - Straight AN-4 to 1/8” NPT adapter (blue anodized) $3.91
#27970-BL  - Straight AN-4 to 1/4” NPT adapter (blue anodized) $3.79
#27980-BL - Straight AN-6 to 1/4” NPT adapter (blue anodized) $3.79
#27985-BL - Straight AN-6 to 1/8” NPT adapter (blue anodized) $3.99
#27987-BL - Straight AN-6 to 3/8” NPT adapter (blue anodized) $3.79
#27660-BL - 90-degree AN-4 to 1/8” NPT elbow (blue anodized) $7.29
#27670-BL - 90-degree AN-4 to 1/4” NPT elbow (blue anodized) $8.99
#27680-BL - 90-degree AN-6 to 1/4” NPT elbow (blue anodized) $9.99
#27690-BL - 90-degree AN-6 to 1/8” NPT elbow (blue anodized) $11.96
#27770-BL - 90-degree AN-6 to 3/8” NPT elbow (blue anodized) $12.85
#27720-BL - 45-degree AN-4 to 1/8” NPT elbow (blue anodized) $8.59
#27730-BL - 45-degree AN-6 to 1/4” NPT elbow (blue anodized) $6.99
#27910-BL - Straight AN-4 to AN-4 flare union (blue anodized) $5.09*
#27920-BL - Straight AN-6 to AN-6 flare union (blue anodized) $11.99
#27060-BL - Straight AN-6 to AN-4 reducer union (blue anod.) $10.99
#27810-BL - Flare-to-flare “T” – all AN-4 (blue anodized) $9.99
#27815-BL - Flare-to-flare “T” – all AN-6 (blue anodized) $10.99
#27810-BL - Flare-to-pipe “T” – two AN-4 + 1/8” NPT (blue) $7.36*
#27810-BL - 4-way Cross – all AN-6 (blue anodized) $25.99
#27310-BL - Straight AN-4 bulkhead flare (blue anodized) $7.19
#27320-BL - Straight AN-6 bulkhead flare (blue anodized) $5.99
#27360-BL - 90-degree AN-4 bulkhead elbow (blue anodized) $9.68
#27370-BL - 90-degree AN-6 bulkhead elbow (blue anodized) $12.53
#27410-BL - Bulkhead “T” – all AN-4 (blue anodized) $19.99
#27420-BL - Bulkhead “T” – all AN-6 (blue anodized) $18.99
#27560-BL - Tube nut – AN-4 for 1⁄4” tube (blue anodized) $4.58  
#27570-BL - Tube nut – AN-6 for 3/8” tube (blue anodized) $3.79 pr. 
#27580-BL - Tube nut – AN-8 for 1/2” tube (blue anod) $5.99
#27610-BL - Tube sleeve – AN-4 for 1⁄4” tube (blue anodized) $3.99
#27620-BL - Tube sleeve – AN-6 for 3/8” tube (blue anodized) $4.24
#27630-BL - Tube sleeve – AN-8 for 1/2” tube (blue anodized) $2.16
#27830-BL - Y-fitting – all AN-4 (blue anodized) $33.08
#27831 - Y-fitting – all AN-4 (red anodized) $33.08
#27835-BL - Y-fitting – all AN-6 (blue anodized) $20.99
#27836 - Y-fitting – all AN-6 (red anodized) $20.99
#27840-BL - Y-fitting – AN-8 in, two AN-6 out (blue anodized) $41.66
#27841 - Y-fitting – AN-8 in, two AN-6 out (red anodized)  $41.66
#27842-BL - Y-fitting – all AN-8 (blue anodized) $36.57
#27843 - Y-fitting – all AN-8 (red anodized) $36.57

FITTINGS CONTINUED
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Braided Steel Hose

Tubing

Nitrous Electrical 
Components

TUBING
 Choose from standard DOM steel or stainless steel 
tubing in 1/8” or 3/16” size —plus Nylon lines. The 3/16” 
stainless steel tubes are pre-flared at 37°. 

Please call Nitrous Supply at 714-373-1986 for a quote on 
the size and length tubing desired. Not available for sale on 
e-commerce; must order in person. 

BRAIDED LINES
 Aircraft quality braided stainless steel lines are 
available in sizes ranging from AN-3 to AN-8. These are 
premium PTFE (Teflon®) lined hoses that are designed 
for high-pressure applications. In addition to standard 
lengths, they can be custom ordered to size with fittings 
installed. 

Please call Nitrous Supply at 714-373-1986 for a quote on 
the size and length braided lines desired. Not available for 
sale via e-commerce; must order in person. 

CONTROLLERS & ELECTRICAL 
COMPONENTS
 Nitrous Supply offers a wide array of electrical 
components that range from a simple switch to 
elaborate controllers that activate the nitrous and fuel 
charges through computer interfaces for single and 
multi-stage systems. 

DIGITAL TIMER
 We offer both the original “Digi-Set” timer that 
is designed to activate various stages through 
establishing the time (in 1/10-second increments) 
that can range from 1/10th 
of a second all the way to 
one minute and 45 seconds 
through setting DIP switches 
and the “Nitrous Power” 2-dial 
progressive controller.

#25835 - Digi-Set timer $84.95

#25845 - Nitrous Power 
controller  $259.9525835 25845
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ANCILLARY COMPONENTS
 Everything you need to wire-up a nitrous system is available 
from Nitrous Supply. These are quality, race-proven components 
that have demonstrated their reliability over the years. 

#25602 - Toggle switch (lighted) $5.95

#25603 - 2-way toggle switch (momentary) $8.95  

#25606 - Blue toggle switch cover $4.95

#25610 - Push-button switch (momentary) $6.95

#25618 - 30-Amp relay assembly $18.95

#25640 - Micro-switch and bracket assembly $16.95

#25651 - Micro-switch (waterproof ) $6.95

#25720 - Fuel pressure safety switch (5 psi) Please call for pricing.

25602

25603

25685

25720

25610 256402561825606

ADJUSTABLE PRESSURE SWITCH
 Can be employed to activate solenoids when a preset fuel 
or manifold pressure is attained. Please call for details on getting 
the switch set to your requirements.

#25685 - Adjustable pressure switch $59.95

Various micro-switch brackets are available.
Please call for details and pricing.

25751
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#EMB #MSK

Front

Front

Nitrous  Supply Apparel
We currently have five different T-shirts. Please visit 
our website for current style, color, size and pricing 
information.

#EMB - “Nitrous script emblem. Metal. 6” length 
(pair) $29.95
#MSK - “Nitrous Supply” Covid-19 mask $15.00
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PRESSURE GAUGES
 Monitoring fuel and nitrous pressure is important 
in assuring that you’re getting optimum performance. 
Nitrous Supply offers both standard and premium 
liquid-filled gauges. Nitrous gauges go to 1500 psi, with 
0-15 and 0-120 psi fuel gauges for carbureted and fuel 
injected installations. They are standard 2-5/8” size. A 
large 4” diameter fuel pressure gauge for system testing 
is also available.

#25913 - Nitrous gauge (0-1500 psi) $33.95

#25917 - Liquid filled nitrous gauge (0-1500 psi) $46.95

#25901 - 0-15 psi fuel pressure gauge $30.17

#25906 - 0-120 psi fuel pressure gauge $48.34

#25907 - Liquid filled 0-120 psi fuel pressure gauge 
$63.73

#25931 - Large 4” diameter 0-15# fuel pressure gauge 
$103.95

25913 Nitrous Gauge 2

Large Diameter 
Gauge 2

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
15552 Producer Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

• Nitrous oxide refilling services
• System flow testing/analysis
• Manifold plumbing services

NOTICE:
The prices published in this catalog may be superseded at any time due to supply, 
manufacturing and transportation issues. Prices shown are cash. 3% will be added 
for credit card purchases. Please call to verify current pricing.


